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A Social Indicator of Interpersonal Harm 

ABSTRACT 

Two small-scale empirical trials in Washington, D.C., explored a proposed 

strategy for overcoming response error in victimization survey data on 

assaultive violence. First, respondents were asked if they were currently 

expiriencing pain or were handicapped because of an injury. Those with injury 

conditions were then asked if the injury was due to acts of others; if so, 

whether "negl igent, reckless or hostile" acts had been involved, and" finally, 

whether the respondent regarded the injury-causing act as criminal. Such 

"CU rrent and obj ect i ve consequences" screen i ng ques t ions "Jere tested (1) in 

an omnibus survey of quota-selected respondents in a multi-stage probabil ity 

sample of 641 households and (2) by interviews in 38 households in which 

someone resided for whom there was a record of ambulance service for an injury 

during the preceding four vJeeks, as well as in 20 "control" households. The 

Q~nibus survey found a sufficiently high prevalence of t~jury conditions 

attributed to crimes (approxim~tely 30/1,000 persons) to suggest the proposed 

screening strategy has potential value for gaining data on interpersonal 

violence that might otherwise be lost to (1) vagaries of victims' memories, 

(2) of their definitions of events as "crimes,1I or (3J to their reticence about 

circumstances leading to their victimization. The ambulance service follow-up 

found serious injury victims concentrated in a"reas in.:oJhlch survey interviewing 

proves difficult. The present summary report discusses various problems in 

both the collection and analysis of data resulting from the proposed approach." 

It considers various possibilities for pursuing current, objective consequences 

screening strategies in surveys directed specifically to crime, as well as in 

surveys of different or broader compass. 
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PREFACE 

The purpose of this report is to provide in brief summary form the 

major results and conclusions of an ~xploration of a survey strategy for 

develop~ng a social indicator of interpersonal harm. The theoretical 

o~ientation underlying this work is presented in greater detail in 

Biderman 1973, 1975. Mor~ detailed analyses of the data from this st~dy 

are included in a report by Biderman and Curtl~ (l976), along with more 

specifi~ suggestions regarding further development and application of the 

approach explored here. 
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A SOCIAL INDICATOR OF I.NTERPERSONAL HARM: 

FINAL TECHNICAL REPORT 

Problem 

Of all crimes, those causing bodily injury are particularly costly, feared, 

and deplored. They also tend to be relatively inaccessible to current methods 

of , observation and statistica1 recording. During the last few years, the 

vlct.imization survey has been widely adopted as a method for recording criminal 

events that escape official agency attention and recording. Reverse-record 

tests for the National Crime Panel Survey, however, found the survey method 

failed to record a large proportion of assaults knovJn to the police. The method 

was far less successful in gaining valid reports of assaults from known victims 

then it was for other categories of criminal victimization. These results may 

be due to: (1) vagaries of victims I memories, (2) of thei r definitions of 

events as crimes, or (3) to their reticence about the circumstances leading to 

their b~ing assaulted. ThIS report deals with a prel iminary exploration of 

survey strategies that attempt to reduce the effects of a'll three sources of 

invalidity, 

Strategy 

Basically, the strategies explored involve use of'radically different 

approaches to the screening portion of the interview. They will be referred 

to a,s "object i ve, cu rrent consequences screen i ng" to d i ffe ren t rate them from 

the "cr.ime event recall" approach of current victim survey screening methods. 

From the standpoint of the record-check validity criterion, the "screener" is 

the most critical step of the interview in that it determin~s what events, 

if any, of the respondent's history are reported to the interviewer. The 

screening approaches we tried represent departures in two key respects; 

(I) Rather than past-tense questions asking the respondent to search his mind 
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to remember events, he is asked initially present-tense questions about things 

he is experiencing at the time of the interview ("current consequences"). 

'(2) Rather than asking the res.pondent.initially to think about "crlmes," he 

is asked first about a bread class of directly perceived phenomena--physiolo

gical consequences of events--of which those caused by criminal assau~ts 

constitute a subclass defined in part by relatively elusive, complex, nonob

jective and variant criteria. 

The recall task in objective, current consequences screening becomes one 

of remembering the time and circumstances of the cause of a condition. Events 

that might not come to a subject's mind when his task is, recalling "crimes" 

thereby become available for exploration by detailed interviewing to determine 

whether they meet evidentiary and judgmental criteria for counting them as 

crimes.' The technique also allows consideration of victimizing events that 

fall in large and shadowy gray areas between the criminal and noncriminal. 

Specific Approaches 

Prel iminary explorations of such approaches were undertaken to assess the 

feasibility of various alternative concrete appl ications and the utility of the 

data they might yield. They involved two small-scale field tests in Washington, 

D.C. The first test "piggy-backed" injury screening q~estions in a sample survey 

of households (N=64l) with follow-up questioning of those respondents who said 

they were currently suffering from a handicap or pain due to an injury (N=96). 

The second test involved interviews in households of "crime related" injury 

victims who had received ambulance ~ervice during'a four-week period, in 

hOl!seholds of an equal number of non-crime-related ambulance cases, and in 

neighboring "control" households (Total N=58). Both tests were used for 

I, 
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developing and trying ~ut patterns o~ questioning, The #irst used brief 

screening questions such as might be employed economically in any continuing 

. large-scale "omnibus" surveys of citizen attitudes and behavior; the latter 

aqhered closely to the screening questioning procedure used in the national 
, 

Hea!th Interview Survey (HIS). It empl~yed screening questions i'nvolving some 

items of recall of past events for a very brief reference period, as well as 

questions on existing conditions. 

Efficiencies and Inefficiencies 
t 

The household survey test shed light on the degre~ to which the efficiencies 

of an objective, current consequences approach were great enough to offset its 

relative inefficiencies. These differences in efficiency affect the required 

sample sizes, interview length, and analytic complexity required for a survey 

with given objectives. Relative to past-event recall,. current objective 

consequences screening will reduce da~a losses from: 

(l) respondents· failures of recall 

(2) the application of overly restrictive ideas of "crime" in thE' '-eca11 

task 

(3) the restriction of the interview to a brief reference period 

The app,roach also eliminates from the interviel1 und th,e analysis events that are 

of trivial consequence to victims since the respondent only reports matters 

that are above a threshold of "current attention." For the proposed approach 

to be of relative value, these gains must offset the following sources of 

i neffi c i ency: 

(l) the loss of data on events that do not stil 1 have serious consequences 

at time of interview, including all data on attempted crimes and threats, 
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however grave these may' be from a legal, moral or psychic point of view, 

(2) encumbering the interview itself with much nonre1evant information 

exchange, 

(3) the need {or complex analysis to estimate the incidence of victimizing 

events given the variable duration ("mortality") of injury effects. 

Consideration of the productiveness of the approach varies depending upon the 

value attached to causes or effects. 

Incidence and Prevalence of Victimization 

The current consequences approach directly yields indicators of the 

prevalence of harmful effects of crime among a population at a particular time. 

The survey we conducted, for example, found about 15 percent of the respondents 

were currently suffering from handicaps or pain due to an injury. Acts regarded 

as criminal by the injured person were responsible for 1,8 percent of these 

conditions. Many (29 percent). of those with injuries reported they were suffer

ing eff~cts· of more than one injury. Very few of the injuries attributed to 

crime were of recent origin--over one third of the conditions date back five or 

more years. (Se'a Figure 1 and Table 1.) 

Such indicators of the prevalence of adverse conditions resulting from 

crime are of great importance and neglected usefulnes~. Nonetheless, there has 

always been much greater interest and attention to indicators of the 

Incidence of crime events than in the prevalence of their effects. The current 

consequences approach could provide incidence estimates only given a large 

number of observations at many time points, if the estimate was to take account 

of the decay of effects of injuries with short-l ived consequence for the 

victim. (Although there are no available data on the seriousness or duration of 
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Injuries from assaults, inferences are possible that most are short-l ived.) 

The sample used in the present test yielded far too few conditions of recent 

origin to afford a basis for a quantitative one-year estimate of the incidence 

of assaults producing injuries. Only four of the 17 victims in the present 
" 

survey who attributed their injuries to crimes had been hurt during the previous 

12 months. These results suggest that the method would not be economic.al for 

estimating incidence if used alone in a survey. This is true even though it is 

possible, that screening only for current consequences, in a survey will yield 

an equivalently large number of crime events in Washington for a one-year 

reference period as did the Census-LEAA Washington victimization survey. The 

events revealed by the current consequences approach would doubtless represent 

crimes of much greater average severity. To contribute estimates of incidence, 

however, our conclusion is that the a~proach can only be used with cost-

effectiveness In a crime victimization survey that also'uses past-event recall 

screening, or in a survey that: has b~oader objectives th~~ gaining data on 

crIme event~. A third possibil ity would be to apply the method to a sample of 

injury victims identified by other surveys or listings. 

The results of the pi lot survey show the importance for the etiology of 

injury of human agency and of failures of legal and other social controls. 

Almost:half of the injured respondents attributed the'harm from which they were 

suffering to actions of others. One fourth of injuries from all causes were 

blamed upon "neg ligent,.'1 "reckless" or "hostile" behavior by other parties; in 

most of these instances, acts the victim regarded as "crimina1." These results 

indicate that norm violations as a cause of injury merit greater attention than 

they currently receive in data collection in the health field. 



Ambulance Victim Follm·/-Up 

An ambulance service victim follow-up test was undertaken for the 

present study. It combined the objec~ives of a validity check of injury 

screening for identifying crime-caused injuries with a ~rial of the adapt-
,. 

abi)ity of the approach to procedures used in one major continuing s~rvey--the 

Health Interview Survey (HIS). 

This follow-up encountered serious completion difficulties because of 

apparent inaccuracies in the ambulance rE!cords used to identify known victims. 

Also, information given the respondent concerning the nature and purposes of ,. 

this follow-up seemingly aroused much mOl'e frequent respondent suspicion and 

evasiveness than was encquntered among irljury cases interviewed in the omnibus 

general popUlation survey. Recipients of ambulance service were found to 

concentrate in areas of the city in which survey completions are particularly 

difficult to achieve Completion rates were below 50 percent for victims' 

households. Nonstandard household compositions, furthermore, may have 

aggravated the nonreporting of morbidity by a household respondent asked about 

other members of the household. The unrel iabil ity of proxy informants is known 

to be a serious problem with the HIS procedure that was followed in this test. 

The follow-up interviews produced injury reports from only 52 percent of the 
. . 

interviewed househol.ds in which an injury requiring ambulance service 

presumably had occurred during the relevant four-week period. Given this low 

success rate, no effort was made at detailed matching to determine ho~ many 

of these reports may have involved some injury other than that which led to 

selection of the household from the ambulance records. Interview success for 

assigned cases involving an injury that had been classified by the responding 
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ambulance squad as "crime related" was about equal to that for "not crime-

related" cases. Some very recent injuries were reported by "control group" 

households selected from the same block as the ambulance service cases (three 

il)juries among the 20 such households interviewed), sugg(!.sting an exceptionally 
, 

high inGidence rate for these particular neighborhoods. (See Table 2.) 

Since so many of the problems experienced in this test stemmed from the 

source of records, it is not definitive as a validity test of the HIS techniq~e. 

Nonetheless, it does cast some doubt on the usefulnes~ the HIS procedure for 

gaining the data desired. These include severe problems in locating, contacting, I 

and gaining the cooperation of precisely those kinds of citizens most prone to 

serious injury. For those. injury cases that are routinely identified in HIS 

interviewing, the trial indicates that a set of, brief, simple follmoJ-up questions 

could produce important information on criminal events as causes of injury and, 

more broadly, on the role of human agents in the etiology of injury . 

. ' 

Semantic Problems 

Economizing on interviewing time in the omnibus survey led to compromises 

of what would have been ideal procedure, The screenin'g questions. used deviated 

somewhat from the rigorous application of the logic of our theory regarding 

sources of response error in surveys. The respondent was asked to report pain . . 
or han~icap due to injury. The questions thereby directed the respondent's 

attention to matters of both present and past--his present physical condition 

and a past cause of the condition which qualified it as being due to. an "injury." 

The logically and psychologically ni~er procedure would be to first have the 

respondent identify any conditions he is currently experiencing and then, for 

each, have him provide information as to its origins. 
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The screening questions we used also involved the ambiguity in meaning 

the \'Iord "injury" has in the English language, in that "injury" can refer to. 

both the act that harms and the resul~irg damage. Additional confusion may 

f.11t~r in"to the respondent's psychological set because of other semantic 

b,aggage carried by the word "injury"--its meanings embrace moral and legal 

matters (it is etymologically related to "justice"). The differentiation in 

speech of injuries from such other sources of physiological harm as micro

organisms, congenital disorders, or degenerative conditions is imprecise and 

freighted with complex linguistic survivals. 

In the ambulance service follow-up, where the screening format of the 

HIS \vas followed, we retained the words "accident or injury" that are used 

in the HIS. In common speech, "accident" can imply an event free of fault or 

harmful intent on the part of an actor. It therefore involves a prejudgment 

with regard to one crucial concern of the present survey that makes it 

unsuitable. Used together in the phrase, "injury or accidentj" however, 

unsuitable impl icit meanings of the two terms offset each other. 

Presumably,'many conditions that are sequelae of injuries are not 

identified as such by respondents, particularly those with delayed reactions, 

with prolonged low-level effects, or involving complex interaction with other 

agencies of morbidity. Our procedure elicits no data concerning complaints of 

unknown or uncertain origin even where expert examination might have concluded 

that a contusion, laceration or other qualifying insult must have ,been 

involved. 

The HIS procedure we followed involves essentially event recall .rather 

than current condition screening questions. It uses mostly past and past-

,. 



imperfect tense constructions in its screen questions. ,The reasoning under-

lying our recommended approach indeed suggests that the HIS procedure fails 

to yield reports of 50me conditions and events that would be yielded by 

present-imperfect grammar. 

Implications for Future ~ork 

This study was undertaken to evaluate the feasibil ity of the use of 

injury screening for the identification of victims of criminal intt"rpersonal 

violence and, if the approach was found frui tful, to recommend "a ~'ull-fledged' 

injury survey" or alternative approaches. 

Although this small exploratory effcrt suggests potential utility for 

the strategies inves~igated, the results are not sufficiently definitive to 

allow recomme~dations of immediate alterations or supplementations of the 

Nation~l Criminal Victimization Survey. The results do suggest the value of 

further ~esearch exploration of screening' for injury and other consequences of 

crima as approaches in victimization surveys. Some of the avenues we see 

worth pursuin9 are of direct and exclusive pertinence to criminal justice 

statistical endeavors, others involve I inking of criminal justice to other 

concerns and yet others are of such broad methodological or substantive 

pertinence as t9 transcend the immediate interest in criminal justice statistics. . . 
rhe implications of the exploratory work are also separable into those 

that relate to the general strategy of focusing screening on injuries (or, yet 

mO~8 generally, on the larger, more objectively identifiable classes of harms 

of which those due to crime form a 'relati~ely elusive subsei), as contrasted 

~ith the more specific approach of restricting the screening to currGntly 

existing conditions. Since we have tested only the latter, more restricted 

, 
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approach in a general population survey, we have little·basis for determining 

how productive injury screening would be were it to be used in an event recall 

procedure. This merits trial. The current consequences approach deals with 

memory~fade as a function of time, but other facil itations of the reporting 

ta?k might be contributed by recal I of past objective consequen~es. This 

would be true} presumably, in those cases where the harm is more memorable, 

Jess ambiguou~ and less threatening for the respondent to remember and 

mention than is the law violation involved as its cau.se. 

The objective consequences strategy has substantive as well as procedural 

significance. It affords a basis for gaining data on phenomena that fall in 

a grey area--which from standpoint of given criteria of evidence and judgment 

involve some degree of ambiguity as to whether they did or did not involve 

crimes. It is important to develop information on the size of this grey area 

relative to that we unambiguously label ",crime" and, should it prove large, 

to develop means for taking account of such phenomena in analyses of the 

i~cidence of crime and the significance of its effects. 

In the work completed, attention concentrated on the potential feasibi lity 

and usefulness of identifying crime as a cause of current injury conditions. 

For estimating the sample size requi rements for a 'survey of criminal injury 

victimtzation using. current consequences screening, the results of our trial 

have the following implications (accepting data from Washington as not grossly 

atypical). A survey o~ 1,000 adults might be expected to yield approximately 

30 (~10) who possessed one or more injuries they attributed to crimes. For 

data sufficient for substantially detailed statistical analysis, therefore, one 

would need to screen a sample including not fewer than 10,000 completed cases. 

" 

" 
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Such a sample would be expected to yield on the order of 200 to 400 persons 

suffering from injuries due to IIcriminal" acts. An equivalent number of 

cases for causes within a one-year reference period would require roughly 

four tim.es as large a sample. (Since some proportion of the respondents would 

be suffering from effects of more than one crime event" the number of events 

would be greater than the 'number of victims in the sample.) To identify these 

cases for detailed interviewing, the survey would have to permit administratioh 

of simple screening questions (two-to-four straightforward questions) to everyone 

in the sample and then detailed follow-up questioning to those suffering from I. 

any injuries (judging from our results, about one-sixth of the total sample). 

Presumably, improvements in the screen questioning techniques are possible 

that wouid make the survey at least somewhat more productive of e1 igible cases 

than was true in this first trial. On the other hand, some of the ihjury causes 

\vhich respondents were willing to label IIcr iminal ll in r'esponse to a single 

question would not accord with desired external definitions of Hcrime" that 

might be appl ied to more detailed information from the respondent. 

Clearly, it would be wastefully inefficient to undertake a survey devoted 

exclusively to current injury screening for the purpose of icientifying crime 

victims; particularly so if analyses of incidence of crime rather than 

preval~nce of effects were of primary importance. Although the technique has 

value, economy requires that it be pursued operationally in conjunction with 

surveys directed to other purposes or which also Use other approaches. 

While our results suggest th~t the strategies explored in these tests 

have value that merit their consideration for use within surveys oriented 

exclusively to the generation of crime statistics, a more important implication 

of the present study is the need for bridging the instituti6naJ compartmental

Ization of statistical systems. From the standpoint of data collection 
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efficiency, great economies would be realized'by pursui~g information 

regarding crime as cause of injury within surveys directed more broadly 

toward the topic of injury, or even toward health in general. From the 

.standpoint of the meanings and uses data may have, there is also great value 

fr~m examining crime as source of harm ,to physical weI I-being within the 

context of inquiries into the topic of physical well-being. The ordinary 

perspective of crime statistics asks: '~hat number or proportion of crimes 

involve injuries to victims?" The methodology pursued here asks IIWhat 

proportion of injuries involve crimes?1I The latter type of question provides 

a metric for many problems of social evaluation and social pol icy within the 

criminal justice field that are not given by the former. It, furthermore, 

affords a source of information regarding the ways in which criminal justice 

matters are bound up with those in the realm of health and safety. 

In connection with this study, some"preliminary discussions were held 

with representatives of other agencies regarding the feasibi lity of pur~uing 
i· 

some of the criminal justice statistics interest in injury events, and other 

classes of misfortune, jointly with other current or prospective data 

collection efforts, Such cooperative arrangements merit vigorous pursuit. 

The use of~objective and current consequences approaches.~ay also prove 

valuable for investigating the impact of crime on life domains other than 

physiological health. Something close to this orientation has already figured 

In a number of victimization surveys in the· form of questioning about 

residence and neighborhood; for example, questions about actual, intended) or 

desired changes of residence with follow-up questioning to determine whether 

these were provoked by dir6ct victimization. Other domains that could be 

• .. .. 
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explored in this fashion are socral relations; personal property, working 

life, and psychological and sexual adjustment. One strategic mUltipurpose 

vehicle might be general screening surveys of the impacts of various kinds 

of seVere disruptions of the normal course of life of individuals and famil ies, 

with foll~w-up interviewing carried out of those cases pertinent to interests 

of specific ~gencies charged with preventing, offsetting, or compensating for 

social misfortune. 

With regard to the modification or supplementat.ion of National Crime 

Survey Panel data by use of objective and current consequences screening 

strategies, further exploratory study is needed in order to: 

1. establish more reliably and for national samples how productive 

of data various alternative approaches would be, 

~. to improve and validate interviewing and analytic procedures, 

3. to examine the feasibility of applying these strategies to areas 

other than phys i ca 1 i nju ry. 

Of various alternatives we have considered, the following appear to us 

of most immediate merit: 

1. Val iditional and instrument development studies using mechanisms 

such as those of the Consumer Product Safety Division's NEISS system to 

identify victims for follow-up who have suffered fro~ those classes of injury 

most commonly characteristic of interpersonal violence. 

2. Cumulation of a sufficient number of cases from national samples to 

establish the order of magnitude 6f the prevalence of crime-caused injury among 

the population. This may be accomplished by incorporating items similar to 

those used for the present test in omnibus nationi,l1 surveys. 

• • 
0> 

,'-
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3. A limited special survey to explore question patterns covering a 

range of crime-caused conditions broader than injuries alone, as a means of 

determining the more general utility pf a consequences-oriented questioning 

procedur~ fo~ gaining criminal victimization data. This special survey might 

well incl~de short reference period recall items as well as current conditions 

in its screening battery.' Data should be developed in sufficient detail to 

provide a basis for treating analytically events that fall in the grey area 

between criminal and noncriminal. By identifying the variable factors that 

determine when victimization is defined and acted on as criminal victimization 

by victims and others, such a study would provide bases for improvements in both 

the methodology and the interpretation of crime statistics. 

t 
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All injuries. 

Human cause? 

Caused solely or 
rros t ly. by others? 

Other(s) ,blamed as 
'negligent, reck
less or hostile'? 

Regarded as 
. a crime? 

Reported to 
,' .. , pol ice~ 

' .. 
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' .. Figure 1 

EVENTS ELIMINATED AND SURVIVING AT EACH .STAGE 
OF THE INJURY FILTER-QUESTION SEQU~NCE 
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<~. ! ! . , 
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83 

41 

26 
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Table 

For Washington Survey Respondents Reporting Injuries 

IIWHEN DID THIS INJURY TAKE PLACE?" 

less than 3 months ago 3% 

3 months but less than 1 year 11 % 

1 year but less than 2 16% 

2-5 years ago 20% 

.. 6-10 years ago .18% 

More than 10 years 32% 
t 

100% 
(96) 

, 
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Table 2 

AMBULANCE CASE FOLLOW-UP: OUTCOMES 
. OF I NTERV I EWS ASS I GNED 

Completed 

Respondent Refused 

Group 1 

Househol ds wi th 
"Crime-Related" 

Injuries 

42% 
(21 ) 

30% 
(15) 

Incorrect Address I nfor- 14% 
mation - No such address 
or no such resident 

No Answer 

Interviewer Refused 

Total Assigned 

(7) 

10% 
(S) 

100% 
(SO) 

Group 2 

Households with Non 
"Crime-Related" 

I njuri es 

36% 
(17) 

32% 
·(15) 

21% 
(10) 

9% 
(4) 

2% 
(1) 

100% 
(47) 

Group 3 

Community 
Samp 1 e 

50% 
(20) 

35% 
( 14) 

10% 
(4) 

0% 
(0) 

S% 
(2) 

100% 
(40) 
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EXHIBIT 1 

Injury Screen Questions Used in Washington Sur-vey 

. . 
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THE WASHINGTON SURVEY 
Bureau of Social Science Research. Inc. 
1900 M Street. N.W .• washington. D.C. 20036 
(202) 223-4300 

BSSR:706-03 

10 

" 

Hello, 11m , an interviewer with The Washington Survey. 
We are conducting another of our studies to find out how people feel about some 
issues of interest in Washington, D.C. 

Your household is part of a scientifically drawn sample of households throughout 
the District of Columbia. In your household I need,to interview a (PERSON 
NEEDED TO FILL QUOTA). 

Is there someone here who fits that description? 

IF NO, THANK PERSON, RECORD CALL ON HOUSING UNIT LISTING SHEET AND GO ON TO NEXT 
HOUSING UNIT. 

IF YES, FIND PERSON FILLING QUOTA, AND SAY: 

I want to assure you that your answers wi II be kept strictly confidential; we 
guarantee that you wi II never be identified in any way as a participant. We do 
this so that people wi II feel free to express their opinions frankly. You can 
of course skip any questions that yould rather not answer or break off the 
interview at any time, (I till take only about 45 minutes.) 

PROCEED WITH I NTERV I EW" 

Census Tract Number: I \ I I 
Block Number: I I 

Housing Unit {HU} Numbe r: I I 

6-8 

9-14/9 

15-17/9 

18-20/9 
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Now I would 1 ike to ask you a couple of questions about injuries. We 
are interested in accidents or injuries that might have happened 
2~ time in your life, but from which you still have effects--such 
as your not having full use of any part of your body for the things 
you do at work (or school), in recreation, work around the house, 
or anything else you do. 

107. At the present time, are you handicapped or impaired in any way 
because of an injury you received at ~ time in your life? 

Yes (SKIPTOQ. 109) 0 

No • • • • • • • • CJ 

108. Do you no~ have any ~ from injuries you received at any time 
in your I ife, or would you feel pain If you tried to do something 
because of some injury you received? 

Yes ..• 

No (SKIP TO Q. 110). 

109. ADMINISTER INJURY EVENT FORM. . . 

. . 

o 

19/2 

20/2 
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EXHIBIT 2 

Injury Incidence Forms Used in Washington Survey 

. . 
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[BSSR] 
March 1975 

--- ---~ 
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THE WASHINGTON SURVEY 
Bureau of Social scienc~ Research. Inc. 
1990 M street. N.W .• Washington. P.C. 20036 
(202) 223·4300 10 

BSSR:706-03 

Census Tract # _, ___ _ Block # ____ _ Hous i n9 Un it # ____ _ 

6-8 
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A. Was there just ~ time in your life that you were injured in a 
way that stil I gives you trouble or do you have trouble now from 
injuries that happened at differe~t times? 

. Injured with lasting effects just once. . . 0 

Injured with lasting effects more than once 

B. 

Don't know •.••••••••••• 

How many times were you injured in ways that still give you' 
t'rouble? (ENTER NUMBER IN BOX USING TWO DIGITS) 

(I F HORE THAN ONE INJURY, ASK FOLLOWI NG QUESTIONS ABOUT. THE t~OST 
RECENT INJURY) 

C. When did this injury take place? (RECORD MONTH AND YEAR 
IF WITHIN THE PAST 12 MONTHS, BUT JUST THE YEAR WILL DO 
IF IT HAPPENED MORE THAN 12 MONTHS AGO) 

I 

I F CANNOT BE PREC I SEL Y DATED, ESTABL I SH AS CLOSE AS 'POSS I BLE 
FOR FOLLOWING CODE; 

MONTH 

YEAR 

2 

Less than 3 months ago. . . 0 

D. Howald were you then? 

At least 3 months but under year. 

6 months but under 1 yea r . 2 

year but less than 2 .• 

2 - 5 years ago '. 

6 10 years ago. 

More than 10 years .. . . . 

YEARS OLD 

3 

4 

5 

6 

9/3 

10-11/9 

, 

12-13/9 

14-15/9 

16/7 

'17-18/9 
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E. Could you tell me briefly what happened to you and how it happened? 

(RECORD THE EVENT AS EITHER AN INJURY OR A NON1NJURY. TERMINATE 
EVENT FORM IF THE EVENT IS A NONINJURY--THAT IS IF THE RESPONDENT 
IS TALKING ABOUT A DISEASE, CONGENITAL PROBLEM, EFFECT OF A MEDICAL 
PROCEDURE, OR EFFECT OF AGING) 

Injury (ASK Q. F) •. 

Noninjury (TERMINATE FORM, 
RETURN TO Q. 110) •• 

F •. Were you hurt because of something you or anyone else did, or was 
'it completely a result of nonhuman, natural causes? 

Human (ASK Q. G) . . . 

Completely nonhuman (TERMINATE FORM) 

Don't know/refuse to answer 
(TERM I NATE FORM) .. • • . . . . . . 

G. (IF HUMAN) Was it mostly as a result of what you did or what some 
other person or persons did? 

Self (TERMINATE FORM). 

Others (ASK Q. H). ~ 

Both (ASK Q. H).' . 

Don't know/refuse to answer 
(TERH I NATE FORM) . . • • • • . . . . . 

o 

19/2 

o 

2 20/3 

o 

2. 

21/4 
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H. (IF OTHERS OR BOTH) How many other people were invoJved in the event 
that caused your injury? 

I. Did your injury result in your receiving any attention from any of 
these kinds of services? (HAND RESPONDENT PINK CARD) As I read 
each one, please tell me if you had a'ny contact with that kind of 
person or agency as a result of your injury. Please answer "yes ll 

or "no.1 r 

I. 

Yes No DK/RA 

a. Ambulance service. . . 
b. Hospital emergency room. 

c. Hospital bed care (one night or more) . . . . . 
d. Private doctor. 

e. Fire department (other than ambulance service). 

f. Po lice. . . • • . . 
g. Your insurance company. . . . . 
h. Other party's insurance company 

i. Social Security, Workman's compensation or 
other government insurance program .• 

j. Help from your union, lodge or other 
organization you belong to. 

k. Private lawyer representing you • 

1. Private lawyer representing some other party. 

m. District or state's ,attorney .... 

n. Court civil case (as for collecting damages) .. 

o. Court (criminal case, for punishing someone 
for violating the law). • •••••••• 

o 2 

o 2 

o 2 

o 2 

o 2 

o 2 

o 2 

o 2 

o 2 

o 2 

o 2 

o 2 

o 2 

o .1 2 

o 2 

22-23/9 

2.4/3 

25/3 

26/3 

27/3 

28/3 

29/3 

30/3 

31/3 

32/3 

33/3 

34/3 

35/3 

36/3 

37/3 

38/3 
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J. Would you call what happened completely an accident? Or would 
you say that the other (person, people) (was, were) negligent 
and did not take enough care to avoid it; reckless and seemed 
not to care about your getting hurt; or host~le and actually 
tried to hurt you? 

Completely an accident (TERMINATE FORM) . 
Negl igent--not enough care (ASK Q. K) . 
~eckless--seemed not to care (ASK Q. K) . 
Hostile--tried to hurt you (ASK Q. K) . 

. . 
" 0 

Don't know/refused to answer (TERM I NATE FORM) 

K. (IF NEGLIGENT, RECKLESS OR HOSTILE) What exactly did they do that 
caused or contributed to your injury? (RECORD ANSWER VERBATUM) . 

Lo Do you think you shared some of the responsibil lty for what 
happened? Do you think you had no or little responsibil ity; 
had some responsibil ity; or did you have a lot of responsibility 
for it happening? 

. • 0 

0 • 

. · 2 

0 • 3 

4 

No or little responsibility (SKIP TO Q. N) 0 

Some respons i b il i ty (ASK Q.. M) 0 • 

A lot of responsibility (ASK Q. M) 2 

Don't know/refuse to answer (SKIP TO Q. N) . . 3 

Mol n \\Iha t way did you have respons i b iIi ty? (RECORD ANSWER VERBATUM) 

.. 

39/5 

t 

40/4 
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At the time, did you think what was done might amount to a crime, 
that is, something the other person(s) could'be fined or sent to 
Jail for doing? 

Yes, a crime (ASK Q. 0). . . . . 
No, not a crime (TERMINATE FORM) 

Unc~rtain (ASK Q. 0) .• 

O. Did this case get reported to the police as a crime or a possi~le 
crime? 

o 

2 

Yes, reported as a crime or possible crime. 0 

: 

. ~. ~,"' .... 

Not reported, but police handled as crime 
or possible crime themselves .... 

No, not reported or handled as a crime 
or possible crim~ . . ••• 

Uncertain or don1t know. 

(TERMINATE FORM RETURN TO Q. 110) 

. . 

2 

3 

41/3 

, 

42/4 
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EXH I B IT 3 

. " 

District of Columbia Ambulance Service Form" 

" . 



FO ~OAM lSI 
RtV.I/14 

D.C. FIRE DEPARTMENT EMERGENCY AMBULANCE SERVice 
-, . -. " 

,. " 0 ... N t'\ or .... '" 
,.. co CI 0 ... 

f-- ... "' .1 .. .. " u " " ... 
0 0 _. <I "1 .., ., '" ..... to CI 

- .' " 0 

Z :-- ,. .. " 
,. to .., .., ... ~ 0' 

0 .... <II "1 or It) ID ,.. 0) CI 
Z - d I"~ ',' '0 ... .. " " OJ • J 

::> 0 ... 0' .., .. It> ID .... 0) G\ 
0: - '. ~ ... .' ... ... f1 >i " . ... 

W 0 
~ C- 'j -
~ 0 ... 
0 

0 ... N t'\ '1 It) ID .... 0) CI 0 ... ... " .. " ... .J 
" 

... r- ., 
" 

0 .... 

RESPONDED TO: 

PATIENT'S NAME 

ADDRESS: 

V'.TALSIGNS: 

TIME BF P R 

<D / 
® !.. 
CAUSE OF iNJURY 

MILEAGE . 

OUT 

IN 

TIME OUT 

TIME IN 

MEDICAID 14 

MEDICARE # 
INSURANCE # 

CONDITION INJURY 

CON5CIOUS) :1 CUT/ABHASION 

SEMICONSCIOUS MARK FRACTURE 
ONE ~ 

UNCONSCIOUS l! GUNSHOT 

CONVULSING OVERDOSE 

HEMMOHRAGING ~ BURN 

D.O.A. POISONING 

SITE OF,INJURY 

HEAD/I'ACE I. 

N ,., .. 
u u .. 
01 ,., .. 
N PI '1 .. .. u 

N t'\ 

N ,., <7 
u u U 

.' 

,j 

. 
., 

;~ 

r ,- , 
It) ID .... 0) (II 

L' .. IJ .. I, 

.... '"' ... co CI 

'" ID .... co '" ... "' IJ 

Il'l '~ .... co '" L' U U U U 

Ill' 0 .... 
~O ,- ., 
~,Z 0 .... 

DOB 

HOSP. CODE HOSPITAL 
RECEIPT 

REMARKS 

. 

CALL REC'O: OUT OF QUARTERS (LOCATION) 

EQUIP. LEFT AT HOSP. WITH PATIENT 

SPECIFIC HOSP. & PERSON ASSUMING LIABILITY 

AMBULANCE DECLINE & PATIENTS SIGNATURE 

. 
AMBULANCE CREWMANS SIGNATURE 

ACIC 

TREATMENT I 

- 0' ,., '1 ., 

<II ,., <7 .... ID .... co 
~ " " ., " 

.., 
" N ,., <t Il'l ID .... co ,. . , L • 

EMERG: 

AGE 

TEL 

AIDE 

DRY RUN 

ASPIRATION U (MARK ONE ONLY) 

11 NO CARE NEEOSD AIRWAY U 

'" 
C; 

M F 

RAO. 

;. 

" " 11 
CALL CANCELLED· REASSIGNED RESUSCITATION· M/M I' iI 

~ . .' 
OXYGEN REFUSED TRANS. :.. u 

~ CCCC VICTIM DOA NOl MOVED 

n BAND;:\GED NO PATIENT i: 
CONTROL ElLEEDING n SIGNED RELEAse 

~ 

il SPINE IMMOBILIZED 

i 
! 

I 
I 

i DOGBITE 

SUPPLEMENTAL II 
, eNS INJURY 

" . 
EYE BRUISE/ST RAIN/SPRAI N SPLINT '[ HOSPITAL ALEHT i U 

U -~ NECi< ABORTION/MISCARRIAGE OB DELIVERY TRAFFIC RELATED L 

J .' u 
BACI< I OTHER (EXPLAINI U PATIENT REfTRAINT U CRIME REL,c\TED 

~ !: CHI:ST TRANSPonT ONLY : HOSPITAL HEQUESTED 
.1 .. 

il ABDOMEN " OTHER 

HIP ~ 
uppeR AIl:--' , ILLNESS 
FOREARM/HAND il u . 
uppcn L!;G 

" MATERNITY 0 PSYCHIATRIC it 
I; 

LOW LEG/FOOT U CAHDIAC I· CHI LL/FEVER 0 .I 
OTHER IEXPU,/NI 1\ STROI{E n DRUG HEACTION 

;j 
L :1 

UREATHING " COMMIIN ICADLE !l ., 
n 

DISU\SL 
!iEIZUIU: 

NAlI~;r:A OTHER I' , 
U 

DIZZINess U 
DC 32-204 "'I"" u_'., lo ... ,.,.OrtIC"Al. "~A""UilO (!O ... OJtATIUN C .......... 'n .. 

t 

f 
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EXH I B IT 4 

Ambulance Follow-Up Interview Schedule 

. . 
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I NTERV I E\4 I NTRODUCT ION 

I am work for the Bureau of Social 

Science Research on a survey being directed by Dr. Albert Biderman, As 

y'0i.J may know, the Bureau is a private, independent non-profit institu

tion that has been doing surveys in the Washington area for twenty-five 

years. We are trying out ways of getting information about injuries 

and health. We are getting financial help for our survey from a Federal 

program that supports statistical work, but our private Bureau is com-

pletely responsible for this particular study. We are eager to have 

your cooperation in this study of injuries and health, but of course 

your cooperation is completely voluntary and you need not answer any 

questions you do not wish to answer. Since we wiii be asking questiuns 

'about things that sometimes involve ins~rance claims and other legal 

matters, you should know that we are prohibit~d by law'from using any 

information you give us in any way which identifies you or any other 

specific person. Only people working on the study will see information 

you give us. These interviews usually take about 30 minutes. 

IF R 'ASKS "Ho\~ DID YOU GET NY NMtE?" OR A SHULAR QUESTlON, SAY: "A 

family name and address are assigned to me by the study office. I have 

no other informatioll'about you or about anyone "'ho lives here. They 
, 

are usihg some, Ilames taken cornpl~tely at random from the 'City Dir'ectory 

and other names from I ists of people who have received medlc'ul services." 

, " " , 
',~ , , 

" 
. . ~. 

" ' 

" 

I 

, 

' . 
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LAST NAI1E, 
FIRST 

RELATIONSHIP TO 
HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD 

Head 

- -- -~~ -------- ---- -- ---- ---~ - - -

-,': ' .. 
5 . 

I 
---- --

6 

t . 
7 

, . 

---- -- --- --

J9 

• 
- - --

10 . 
. 

-----

- .. 

SEX 

Ma Ie • 

Fema I e 2 

Male. I 

Fema Ie 2 

Hale, I 

Fema Ie 2 

Ha Ie • 

Fema Ie 2 

- - - -

~1a I e · I 

Fema 1e 2 

Ha Ie · I 

Fema le 2 

Ha Ie · I 

Fema Ie 2 

- --

Male 

Female 2 

--- - --

Ma Ie , 1 

Fema Ie 2 

Ma Ie · 1 

Fema le 2 

AGE MARITAL STATUS 
OTHER 
HOME 

--- -~~rr jed .- --- -1- --- ---
Wi do\'/ed • 2 Yes. • 1 
Divorced ••.• 3 
Separated ••• 4 No •• 2 
Never Harried. 5 
Har r jed -~-- --,-1-
Wi dov/ed •• 2 Yes 
Divorced , 3 
Separated • 4 No 2 
Never Married. 5 

----- - }1arr-red-~-.---- .~1 

- ------- - -

- ~- - --

--- -

. 

WidOl'/ed • 2 Yes •• 
Divorced • 3 
Separated •• 4 No 2 
Never Married . 5 

--11a rrrea-.- - -1 
\;Ii dO'v',ed • • 2 Yes • , l' " 
Divorced • 3 
Separated 4 No 2 
Never Married 5 

1-11a rri ed -:- .-.-

~~:~ 
--

Wi dOl'/ed , • • 
Divorced •• 
Sepa ra ted • • 
Neve r t1a r r i eel 
Ma rr i ed · · · 
Wi dowed · · · 
Divorced · · 
Sepa,rated · · Never I~a rri ed 
Harr ied · · · Wi dO'v',ed · · · Divorced · · 
Separated · · 
Never "la rri ed 

-- ------ --
Ma rr ied • 
Wi dOl'/ed • 
Divorced 
Sepa ra ted 
i~ever I'larried 

-

· 
· · 1 

· 
· ,4 No , · 2 

5, 
J I · 

· 2 Yes , · 1 

· 3 
· 4 No · · 2 

5 

· J 

· 2 Yes · · 1 

· 3 
· 4 No · · 2 

· 5 
- --~ -

I 
• 2 Yes • • 1 

3 
4 No • • 2 

· 5 

-

~- - ~- - ~ . 
Narried , · , , I 
Hidowed · · · · 2 Yes · · I 
Divorced · · · 3 
Sepa ra ted · · • -4 No · · 2 
Never Ma rried · 5 
118 rr ied · · · · I .. 
Widowed , , · · 2 Yes · · 1 
Divor(:ed · · · 3 
Separated · · .' 4 No · · 2 
Never '~a rr jed · 5 

: .. 

'. 
. . 

o 
r '\ 
~ . 
• ,J 

. , 
" 

r" , 

r' 
l 
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1. First, I'd like to get an idea of. who Jives in this household. RECORD IN 
TABLE I. 

a • 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

What is the name of the head of the household? ENTER NAME IN 'FIRST 
COLUMN. 

What are the names of aJ I other adults who I ive here? 

No ..... , he'll about children? I'd like their names in order of age, 
beginning with the oldest. Any others? 

I have I isted: (READ NAMES). Is there anyone else staying here now, 
such as friends, relatives or roomers? 

Have I missed anyone who is usually here, but is temporaril~ away 
from home? Any babies? 

Do any of the people in this household have a home anywhere else? 
Who is that? RECORD IN LA.ST COLUMN. 

2. FOR EACH PERSON LISTED, ASK AS NECESSARY, AND RECORD IN TABLE I. 

a. Ho~"" is related to the head of this household? -----
b. Is that a male or a female? 

c. How old was on his/her last birthday? -----
d. fOR ALL PERSONS 17 AND OVER, ASK: Is now married, 

widowed, divorced, separ.ated, or never married? 

INCLUDE IN ENUI,\ERATION 

a. . Everyone who usually I ives here whether related or not. 
b. All persons staying or visiting here who have no other home. 
c. Persons who have a home elsewhere but are staying here most of 

th~ week while working or attending school . 

.00 NOT I NCLUDE IN ENUHERATION 

a. College student~ ~way at school or here on~y ori vacation or 
weekends. 

b. 
, c. 

d. 

Persons away in Armed Forces. 
Persons away in an institution such as a nursing home, mental 
hospital, or sanitarium. 
Persons visiting here \'/ith uSllal home elsey/here. 

" 

, . .. . " '. 
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The next few questions refer to the past 4'wecks, the 4 weeks outlined in 
'red on that calendar, (HAND CALENDAR) beginning Mondc"lY (date)' , and ending this 
past Sunday (date) 

. 
3., ASK FOR EAC,~ HOUSEHOLD MEMBER AND RECORD ANS~/ERS IN COLUMN UNDER HIS/HER NAME. 

a. During those 4 weeks did stay in bed because of illness -----or injury? 

" 

b. IF YES: During that 4-week period, how many days did stay -----in bed all or most of the day? 

--~--r-

TJ 
• .. 

----------------------------------------------------------~~-----------------------

c. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

. . 
. , 
-

g. 

During those 4 weeks, how many days did 
from work, not counting days around 

ONLY I F AGED 17 OR OVER, ASK: 
illness or injury keep -----the house? 

ONLY IF AGED 6-16, ASK: During those 4 weeks, how many days did illness 
or injury keep _____ from school? 

IF BOTH BED DAYS AND HORK OR SCHOOL LOSS DAYS, ASK: On how many of 
those-=--- days loSt f rom work/school did stay in bed all --------or most of the day? 

ASK ABOUT ALL: (r~ot counting the day(s) in bed/lost from'\'wrk/ lost 
from school) Here there any (other) days during the past 4 \~eeks 
that cut down on the things he/she usually does, because 
of illness or inj~ry? ~ 

. , 

ASK ABOUT ALL: (Aga i n not count inq the day(s) in- bed/los t from \'/ork/ 
lost from school) During tl)at period, ho.'l many (other) days did 
he/she cut down for'as much as a day? 

" . , . , , 

.. : 
, 'I. " .. , 

. -. .~ . 

1"'~TP"(,TlmJC:·'~ nR HORF MYS IN O,.~1. ASK h: .OTfJER\n!~E r,p ON TO THE NEXT PERSON. 

, , , 

',' , 

r
~" ,. 
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. .. 

Yes • 0 1 
(3b) 

-----.:-------
No •• 2 
(3c,d,f) 

None 0 
(3c,d,f) 

Days 
Gc,d,f) 

None 0 
(3f) 

wk Loss ( 
Days (3e) I 
None 0 
(3f) 

r------------
Scl Loss 

Days (3e) 

None 0 
(3f) 

.. -----,-------
Days 

on 

Yes , 0 1 
(39) 

No , • 2 
(See Instr) 

None 0 
(See'lnst'r) 

r------------
, Duys 

(lia) . 

_~_ t 

• I -...--------.-

Yes • 0 1 
(3b) 

Yes • 0 1 
(3b) 
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Yes • • 1 
(3b) 

---------~----------------
No •• 2 
(3c,d, f) 

None 0 
(3c,d,f) 

, Days 

TIc ,d ;f)' 

None 0 
(3f) 

No • 0 2 
(3c,d,f) 

No • • 2 
(3c,d,f) 

None 0 j None 0 
(3c,d,f) {3c,d,f) 

------------ -------------, _.- . 

Days Days 
Gc,d,f) (3c,d,f) 

None 0 
(3f) 

None 0 
(3 f) 

-------------~------------

Yes • • 1 
(3b) 

No 2 
(3c,l, f) 

None 0 
(3c,d,f) 

Days 
TIc,d,f) 

None 0 
(3f) 

Wk Loss Wk Loss 
Days (3e) Days (3e) 

Wk Lo~~ I Wk Loss 
Days (3e) Days (3e) 

None 0 
(3 f) 

Sc 1 Loss 
Days (3e) 

None 0 
(3f) 

None 0 
(3 f) 

Scl'Loss 
DaY's' (3e) 

None 0 
(3f) 

-------------------------, 
Days 

on 

Yes , 0 1 
(39) 

No • 2 
(See Instr) 

None 0" (Sec Instr 

------------. 
Days 

"{Iia) 

'\ 

• 

Days 
Of) 

Yes 0 0 1 
(39) 

No 0 • 2 
(See (nstr) 

None 0 
(Sec Instr)' 

-------------
Days 

(Ita) 

.'" 

None n 
(3f) -

Sc 1 Loss 
Days (3e) 

None 0 
(3f) 

Days 
Of) 

Yes •• 1 
(39) 

None 0 
(3f) 

ScI Loss 
Days (3,s) 

None 0 
(3f) 

Days 
Of) 

Yes ,1 
(39) 

, 

-------------~------------
No • 2 No', 2' 
(See I nst r) (See I nstr) 

None 0 
(S.ee Instr) 

-------------
Days 

Tlia) 

• 

None 0" 
(See Instr) 

-------------
Days 

"{Iia) , 

, , .. ..... ,.., 

. . 

. 
" 

. -• • '\ .t .... . . . 

Yes • 1 Yes • 1 
(3b) (3 b) 

-------------~-----------
No . 00 2 No •. 2 
(3c,d,f) {3c,d,f} 

None 0 
(3c,d,f) 

Days 
(3c,d,f) 

None 0 
(3 f) 

None 0 
(3c,d,f) 

. Days 
Oc,d,f) 

None 0 I 

(3f) 

"I. I _ _ _ "f~ ..... __ 
W~ ~u~~ I ____ N~ ~v~~ 

Days (3e) Days (3e) 

None 0 
(3 f) 

Scl Loss 
Days (3e) 

None 0 
(3f) 

None n 
(3f) -

ScI Los 
Days (3e) 

None 0 
(3f) 

-------------------------
, Days Day~ 

I[3f) j[3f) 

Yes 
(39) 

No ',' , 2 
(See Ins t r) 

None 0 
(See Instr.) 

-------,------
, Days 

14a) 

.' 

Yes , , 
(39) 

No . '2 
(S~e Instr , 

None C 
(See I nstl 

------------
Days 

"{Iia) 



.. 
I. : 

4. 

\ .. 
I • _,' • '\.. 

, .... , .... . . , . . . 
-3th 

.' 

• .... . 
• 

a. What condition c~used . to (stay in bed/miss work/miss school/ 
cut down) during the past 4 weeks? 

b. What. was the cause of this condition? 

c. Did any other condition cause him/her to (stay in bed/miss work/miss 
school/cut dovln) during that period? . 

d. What was that condition? 

•• ~·l I ~ • .. ". r ... "." .. .. . .~. . 

e. ~!hat was the cause of that condition? 

.' 

FOR EACH CONDITION HHICH IS CLASSIFIED AS AN INJURY ON THE LIST IN INTERVIWERS' 
HANUAL, OR \oIH I CH \~AS CAUSED BY AN ACC I DENT, ENTE,\ ON AN I NJURY I t~c I DENCE FOIU'\ 
(PINK), AND CHECK BOX IN PERSON'S COLUMN. 

.. 

" 

t 0·'-

. .. 

. ' . "., 

, '. 

" , 

" " 

.' 

. . 

r: 
i. 
I.: 

L_. 

i . 
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Condition: 

i 
i (lib) 

I 
Cause 

I 

1lfe) 

" 
Yes . . 1 
(4d) 

---------,----
No . . 2 
(NP) 

I Cond it ion: 

I {4e) 

Cause: 

(4e) 

4, 

" 

. ..., 

• t 

" 

" 

----.-. ., I 
<.~ ·1 

Condition~ 

,(fib) 

Cause 

(lie) 

Yes . . 1 
(4d) 

-----------_ .... 

. 
" 

.. . 
No . . 2 
(NP) 

Condition: 

II • • , 
\ "tt::) 

Cause: 

(4e) 

. . 
• .... 

• 
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Cond it ion: Condition: 

(4b) (lib) 

Cause Cause 

(4e) T4~) 

Yes . . 1 Ye's . . 1 
(4d) (4d) 

------------ ----------,'t""--
No . . 2 
(NP) 

Condition: 

fl, _ , 
\ --rt::J 

Cause: 

(4e) 

. , 

• 'lot 

No . . 2 
(NP) 

, , 

Condition: 

fI._ \ 
\ -reI 

Cause: 

(4e) 

" 

• " 

, I 

. ~ ... ~ 

Condi t ion: Cond it ion: Condition: 

(lib) (lib) (4b) 

Cause Cause Cause 

(lie) (lie) (4e) 

Yes 
.!. 1 Yes . . 1 Yes . . 1 

(4d) (4d) (4d) 

------------- ------------- -----------
No . . 2 No . 2 No . . 2 
(NP) (NP) (NP) 

Condition: Condition: Cond it ion: 

(ll~ \ (I!c) rItt:> \ ., .... J 
\ '-, 

Cause: Cause: Cause: 

(4e) (4e) ( L!e) 

" , , 
'. 

: . .. " 
. , 

' . 
, 

" 
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5. 

6. 

7. 

. . 

.. 
, -39-• • 
'. " 

... , • ..... ,J 

• 
a. 'During the past 4 weeks did anyone in the household, that'is you, your_~ 

etc., have any (other) accidents or injuries? 

Yes (ASK 5b and c) . . • No (SKIP TO Q. 6) • • • 2 

b. Who was this? t1l\RK "ACCIDENT OR INJURY BOX IN PERSON'S COlU~lN. 

c. What was the injury? 

d.', Did anyone else have any other accidents or injuries during that period? 

Yes (ASK 5b and c) • • • No (ASK 5e) . . . . .• 2 

~. FOR EACH PERSON ~JITH "ACCIDENT OR INJURY" ASK: As a result of the injury, did, 

a. 

----- cut dO'lln on the things he/she usually does-? 

During the past 4 weeks (the 4 weeks outlined in red on that calend~r) did 
anyone in the household see a medical doctor? 

: -Yes (ASK 6bj ; .. Nu (SKI? TO Ge) 

b. Hho \."as this? t1l\RK IIVISITII IN PERSON'S COLUMN. 

c. During that period, did anyone in the household get any medical advice from a 
doctor over the telephone? 

Yes (ASK 6d) No (SKIP TO Q. 7a or b, AS APPL1CABlE). 

d. Who was this? MARK "PHONE CAll" IN PERSON'S COLUMN. 

2 

2 

a. FOR EACH PE'RSON \'IITH'''VISIT" OR "PHONE CALL" CHECKED "'HO ALSO HAS AN "ACCIDENT 
OR INJURY" BQX CHECKED, ASK: Did see or talk to the doctor about 
(one of) the condition(s)/injury(ies) we spake about earl fer? 

b. FOR E CH PERSON WITH "VISIT" OR "PHONE CALLII CHECKED HHO DOES NOT HAVE AN 
"ACe I DENT OR INJURY" GOX CHECKED, AND THE "Nalls FRot1 7a, ASK: For wha t 
condition did see or talk to a doctor during the r.ast 4 weeks? 

c . What caused that 'condition? 

. 
d. During that period did see or talk to a doctor about any,other --,,----

cond it ion? 

, , " 

' . 
. . 

~ ... 

.' 
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, . , .. , .... 

Accident 
Injury 

Injury: 

Visit 

or Acc i dent 
o Injury 

Injury: 

or 

o 

Pho .. e Ca 110 Phone CallO 

Yes (7d) Yes (7d) . 

---------------------------
No (7b) No (7b) 

Condition: Condition: 

Cause: Cause: 

of 

Yes (7b) Yes (7b) 
-~------------------------
No (NP) No (NP 

• ..... 
• 

A.:cident 
Injury 

Injury: 

-40-

or 

o 
Accident 
Injury 

I n)ury: 

.-,-, 

or Accident 
o Injury 

Injury: 

or Accident o Injury 

I nj ury.: 

Phone Ca11D Phone Ca 11 0 Phone Ca 11 IJlphone 

Yes (7d) Yes (7d) Yes (7d) (Yes (7d) 
/ 

No (7b) No (7b) No (7b) ~No (70) 
f 
I 

or 

o 

o 

Accident 
Injury 

Injury: 

Visit 

Yes (7d) 

No (7b) 

or 

Condition: Condition: Condition: ICondition: Condition: 

I~llse: Cause: I~ause: leause: Cause: 

conrlition is ~n accident or injury, fi 11 out pink fa rm ~ jt,/~t:-;I\..~',:.-}:_;':_.r. 

Yes (7b) Yes (7b) Yes (7b) Yes (7b) Yes (7b) 
------------- .. --.:.. __ .:._------------------------------------------ .... 
No eN?) No eNP) No (NP) No (NP.) No (NP) 

: \. . ' . " 
• , .. .' .. ... .. , : . .. : ... : .... : '. I 
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